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1.  Investire nel cercare ridurre o eliminare le aree di 
“incertezza clinica” 

2.  Investire nel cercare di migliorare e ottimizzare le 
distribuzioni di dose 

3.  Investire nel cercare di ridurre o eliminare le “incertezze 
legate al paziente” 

4.  Investire nel cercare di migliorare le modalità di raccolta e 
di analisi delle conoscenze acquisite 

Outline 

Innovazioni tecnologiche e declinazioni cliniche:  
dove puntare le nostre risorse? 



PCM: 
0% at 10yr 

Is it really a certainty 
that we should deliver Radiation to all patients with 

very low and low risk prostate cancer?  
 

Spratt et al, IJROBP 2012 

Lancet Oncology 2012 

Take Home Message  

In very low and in most, if not all, low risk prostate 

cancer, Radiation Dose should be  

Zero Gy  

and Active Surveillance proposed to patients 

1. Invest in reducing clinical uncertainties  



Active Treatment Free Survival (all causes)
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Where do we put our resources? 
Active Surveillance and research of biomarkers  

to identify indolent/aggressive tumours? 

66% 

2494 patients 62% 

Better selection of AS candidates 
avoiding early drop out 

Valdagni et al, nov 2014, 
unpublished 

1. Invest in reducing clinical uncertainties  



Zero Gy: going even further …  
Prostate Cancer Patients and Life Expectancy ? 

Grade and Volume, 
+  

Patient’s Factors 

Redefining 
insignificant cancer? 

C. Moore, 2° ESO Inside Track Conference, Amsterdam Febr. 2014 

1.A. Clinical Appropriateness of Radiation Therapy: 
Which patients should be treated? 

1. Invest in reducing clinical uncertainties  



“Men with the highest Charlson scores should consider 
conservative management of low-risk and intermediate-risk  
tumors (selected HR), given their exceedingly high risk of death 
from other causes and low risk of prostate cancer mortality” 

Is it really a certainty 
that we should  treat all patients with low, intermediate and 

high risk prostate cancer? Or …  
 

Take Home Message  

Patients with highest Charlson score  

should not be considered for radical treatment  

but for conservative management 

1. Invest in reducing clinical uncertainties  



Once an indication for radiation therapy is defined: 
 

1.B  Selecting (and identifying) the appropriate targets: 
  (e.g. whole pelvic RT: Yes? ↔ No?) 

 
1.C  Selecting total dose (and fractionation) as a function of 

 risk class (e.g. overcoming the practice of equally 
 escalated dose for all risk classes; over-dose?) 

Clinicians often disregard these factors as potential sources 
of clinical uncertainty and assume that (limited investments):  
 

ü all tumors involve the whole prostate in the same way 
ü that prostate cancer cells are equally and uniformly 

 radiosensitive 
ü and that all pts need the same total dose 

1. Invest in reducing clinical uncertainties  



1.D Invest in prostate cancer biology, improving tumor 
characterization thus optimizing prescribed doses (dose 
levels, dose targets) and adjuvant therapies 

Bristow, Br J Radiol 2014 

1. Invest in reducing clinical uncertainties  



1.D improve treatment individualization: combine pre-treatment 
genomic tests (DNA or RNA indices) and/or assays for cancer 
metabolism to define pt-specific CaP characteristics and select 
pts to be treated with intensified protocols 

Bristow, Br J Radiol 2014 Take Home Message  

Invest (economic) resources in better identifying  

tumor targets, tumor cell radiosensitivity,  

cancer metabolism, agressiveness  

and proliferation capability,  

thus increasing treatment personalization 

1. Invest in reducing clinical uncertainties  



2. Invest in improving dose distributions 

2.  Invest in new technologies 
A.  IMRT à improving dose conformity 

 
 

B.  IGRT à reducing PTV-CTV margins 

3DCRT IMRT 

SKIN 
MARKERS 

IGRT 

 

Which is the clinical impact? 

 



Better shaping of dose distributions  
plus reduced PTV 

↓ 
Reduced normal tissue volumes in the high-dose  

region and improved the target localization  
↓ 

Are also toxicity rates reduced? 

WARNING! 
Technology is often self-referential ... 

 

Improved Dosimetry = Improved Clinical Outcome? 

2. Invest in improving dose distributions 



Gastro-intestinaI toxicity 
with IMRT  
is better  

than with 3DCRT 
(≈7 fold) 

(Valdagni & Rancati, Nature Review in Urology, 2013) 

2. Invest in improving dose distributions:  IMRT 

Zelefsky, IJROBP 2008 

Genito-urinary toxicity 
with IMRT   
is worse 

than with 3DCRT 

Zelefsky, IJROBP 2008 

Take Home Message  

IMRT improved dose conformity: 

GI toxicities reduced 

failing in reducing GU toxicity  



IGRT improves  
Gastro-IntestinaI toxicity 

R. Valdagni, ESTRO 2013 

2. Invest in improving dose distributions:  IGRT 

Can we still reduce radio-induced GI toxicity? 

Probably, tracking techniques (kV real time  
imaging + gold markers or beacon 

transponders) are highly justified for extreme 
hypofractionated schemes 



R. Valdagni, ESTRO 2013 

On the other hand, GU toxicity  
is still a concern! 

Take Home Message  

IGRT reduced PTV margins: 

GI toxicities reduced 

failing in reducing GU toxicity  

2. Invest in improving dose distributions:  IGRT 



2. Invest in improving dose distributions 

Do we need to invest further 
in “extreme” new technologies? 

In which cases? 
 

… some considerations on prostate motion 



Analysis of intrafraction motion on 10 patients 
undergoing radical radiotherapy after transrectal 
implantation of Beacon transponders 

Analysis of transponder 
signals recorded over: 

 
224 patient sessions 

What is the impact of prostate motion 
in the definition of CTV à PTV margins? 

Carrara, Giandini, Pignoli, unpublished, 2014 



224 RT fractions were categorized in 3 different systematic 
motion patterns: 

stable target at 
baseline (ST) 

continuous target 
drift (CTD) 

irregular wave 
motion (IWM) 

Evaluation of prostate motions 

Occurrence frequencies 
of the different motion 

patterns 



Linear regression of the drift motion of the prostate barycentre   
D(t) = vD* t + p 

mean median 
vD (mm/s) 8 10-3 6.4 10-3 

p (mm) 0.93 0.80 

Example: prostate SBRT with VMAT technology 
Duration from patient localization to end of treatment: 6 min 
 
à  Mean shift of the prostate from the nominal position:  

 8 10-3 * 360 + 0.93 = 3.8 mm   (2.1 mm @ 2Gy/fr) 

Modeling continuous target drifts 

Is there a predominant motion direction? 
 
Prostate moves most times in AP direction, towards the 
posterior surface of the patient  

D(t)  àbarycentre position at time t 

vD  àdrift velocity 

p  àstarting position for barycentre 



AP is the predominant motion direction. 
What does this involve? 

PLANNED 
DOSE 
DISTRIBUTION 

If prostate moves 
towards posterior 
direction: 
 

portion of bladder 
into the high dose 
region 
+ 
portion of CTV 
outside high dose 
region 
 

Important issue in SBRT! 

Important issue also in conventionally fractionated RT? 

This is not a random movement whose effect is blurred 

out in a high number of fractions.  

It is a sort of “systematic” error. 

Take Home Message  

«And yet it moves» 

Galileo Galilei 

The choice of adequate CTV à PTV margins  

should also take into account  

the delivery time and the available imaging, 

tracking and delivery technologies  



3. Invest in reducing patient-related uncertainties 

Gaining deeper knowledge of clinical/molecular/ 
genetic risk factors inf luencing individual 
radiosensitivity and acting as dose-response modifiers 

Patient’s characteristics acting 
as dose response modifiers 
ü  age 
ü  previous clinical history 
ü  comorbidities/drugs 
ü  genetics 



3. Invest in reducing patient-related uncertainties 

Points
  0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90 100

Pre-RT abdominal 
surgery No

Yes

V75 Gy (%)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9

nomacu
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Total Points
  0  20  40  60  80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280

Prob. G2-G3 
Late Rectal bleeding 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

There is growing awareness that pts harboring specific clinical  
factors have a greater risk of exhibiting  GI/GU tox 

Abdominal surgery and 
cardiovascular diseases 
for late rectal bleeding 
Valdagni IJROBP 2012 
Defraene, IJROBP 2011 

Other factors? 

Smoke, TURP,  
baseline situation 

for acute urinary toxicity 
Cozzarini, R&O submitted 

Heemsbergen, IJROBP 2010 

Other factors? 



3. Invest in reducing patient-related uncertainties 
Use of genetic profiles could help in better discriminating  

patients at high risk of exhibiting toxicity. 
Lot of clinical research still to be done! 

Nature Genetics  2014 

Recent 
positive studies 

Radioth Oncol 2014 

All these results should be 
prospectively validated! 

Take Home Message  
Invest in prospective observational trials: 

Ø  to develop integrated models of radio-induced toxicity 
Ø  to validate present knowledge on clinical/genetic risk 

factors enhancing patient’s radiosensitivity 
Be aware of pts needing a more sophisticated treatment 

 



4.A e.g. Improving methods used to analyse dose 
distributions  

4. Invest in improving the way of accumulating 
and analysing knowledge 

In this moment 3D dose distributions are 
available, but we often use 1D metrics to optimize 
and evaluate RT plans 

3D dose distribution 

2D information: DVH 

1D metrics: V75Gy 

q  thus trying to overcome the simplification due to 
DVHs 

q  re-gaining consideration of the still neglected 3D 
dose distributions 

q  going beyond the naïve idea that OaRs are 
uniformly sensitive to radiation 

 



4.A Improving methods used to analyse dose 
distributions  

Example: Correlation between acute GU tox and 
bladder dose-maps 

Use contours of CT slices 
to reconstruct 3D bladder 
surface with i ts dose 
distribution 

Cut the surface anteriorly 
Palorini et al, DUE-01 multicenter trial, 2014  
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Example: Correlation between acute GU tox and bladder dose-maps 

Open the surface: obtain a DOSE SURFACE MAP (DSM) 

Normalise the map in the axial direction 

Palorini et al, DUE-01 multicenter trial, IJROBP, submitted  
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Without Toxicity 
(frequency) 

Example: Correlation between acute GU tox and bladder dose-maps 

Now DSMs of patients with and without GU toxicities can be 
compared to highlight where they are significantly different 
i.e. if some regions of the bladder surface are particularly 
radiosensitive. 

With Toxicity 
(frequency) 

The better discriminating 
a r e a w a s l o c a t e d 
posteriorly, 5-10mm from 
bladder base. 
 
The dose di fference 
between pts with/without 
toxicity is relatively low 
(about 2Gy), suggesting 
a t h r e s h o l d e f f e c t 
(bladder neck) 
Palorini,et al, DUE01 trial, IJROBP submitted 



4.B Improving methods used to analyse data and 
develop user-friendly tools 

4. Invest in improving the way of accumulating and 
analysing knowledge 

Ø  Use advanced (non linear) statistical techniques 
Ø  Translate statistical results into tools to be used 

in clinical practice (user friendly tools) 

ü  Non user-friendly 
ü  Statistician related 
ü  Scantly useful in physicians’ and 

 patients’ decision making  

•  Multivariable Logistic Analysis 
•  Artificial Neural Networks 
•  Fuzzy Logic 



Example: application of ANN to late fecal incontinence 
prediction, with development of a graphic tool to made ANN 
results available to clinicians 

4.B Improving methods used to analyse data and develop 
user-friendly tools 

Carrara et al, AIRO0201, PRO submitted 

Take Home Message  

Data analysis, data mining, model development are 

essential steps in the process of  

“knowledge based medicine”. 



SUMMARY 
From “technology-based” Radiation Therapy 

to 
personalised “knowledge-based” Radiation Therapy 

PERSONALISED KNOWLEDGE BASED RT 

Which pts  
should be treated? 

How should they be treated? 
Targets? Doses? Adjuvant therapies? 

Which pt’s risk factors  
are present? 

Optimise RT 
through appropriate tech 

Collect and analyse data in efficient way  
“consider the present to learn for the future” 

“The great thing in the world is not so much where we stand, as in what direction we are moving.”  O.W. Holmes 



 “Progress is man's ability to complicate simplicity.”  Thor-Heyerdahl 

In every economic balance, we should not forget to take into 
account investments for professionals’ that have to be 
trainend to accurately manage our more sophisticated 
techniques 

1990 2013 

Last … but not least… 
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“Il controllo della tossicità in 
radioterapia: l’importanza 

dell’approccio multiprofessionale” 




